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The people 
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Automatic? Transcription 

!! Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems 
perform poorly: 

!! On damaged documents. 

!! On ancient documents. 

!! On handwritten documents. 

!! On text with non-estandar characters or fonts. 

!! It is always needed to supervise and correct the 
automatic transcription. 



Documentary resources digitization 

!! Each document is transcribed 
with an OCR sytem. 

!! The resulting text contains 
many errors. 

!! Text editing: the transcriber 
must manually correct the 
text.  

!! It is the most time 
consuming stage, where it is 
easy to introduce errors. 

!! Finally, the correct transcription 
is uploaded to the server. 

!! Now, the digital information can 
be exploited in many ways. 
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How is text editing performed? 

!! Comparing the page with its 
transcription is very 
uncomfortable and 

difficult. 

aquella palabra , e den lo por fechor que 

.puede serj u [st]i[si]cado,seg[un] dicho es.Mas el 

quer.elloso no le deue matar: e si lo mata, 

deue ser dado por enemigo de los sus pa- 

ri[en]tes:e pechar el omezillo. [ss] e[st]o es por 

raz[on][que] no gelo dio el alcalde por enemigo, 

segun dize enel titulo delos omezillos: en 

.l.a ley que comienca. bi aquel enel. ac. 

.E todo otro hombre que matare su enemi 

go, m.uguer quelo aya desa[si]ado con dere 
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How is text editing performed? 

!! Comparing the page with its 
transcription is very 
uncomfortable and 

difficult. 

!! The human expert must 

!! jump continuously from the 
image to the text, 

!! find each error,  

!! move with the mouse or 
keyboard, 

!! and type the correction. 

aquella palabra , e den lo por fechor que 

.puede serj u [st]i[si]cado,seg[un] dicho es.Mas el 

quer.elloso no le deue matar: e si lo mata, 

deue ser dado por enemigo de los sus pa- 

ri[en]tes:e pechar el omezillo. [ss] e[st]o es por 

raz[on][que] no gelo dio el alcalde por enemigo, 

segun dize enel titulo delos omezillos: en 

.l.a ley que comienca. bi aquel enel. ac. 

.E todo otro hombre que matare su enemi 

go, m.uguer quelo aya desa[si]ado con dere 
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Ancient documents 

Problems get worse with 
ancient documents 

!! Stains, handwritten annotations 
on the margins, bad conditions, 
cracks, patches, disappearing 
ink in some regions, and so on:  

 Text extraction is difficult 
for OCR systems. 

!! Special fonts or ancient 
graphemes: 

 OCR systems do not 
recognize them. 

!! Non-modern orthography or 
syntax and archaic language: 

 Language models of OCR 
systems are not suitable. 

Humidity 
stains 

Handwritten 
annotations 

Handwritten 
underlines 

Ancient 
graphemes 

Archaic 
language 

Orthography? 
Hyphenation? 

7 Standard OCR systems just do not work!!!!! 



Our aims 

!! Our transcription system integrates advanced and 
accurate tools 
!! for image processing, 

!! to detect page layout, 

!! for text recognition. 

!! But also… it assists the human expert to 
!! partially automatize the text editing process, and 

!! attend to usability in order to ease the interactive text editing 
process. 

!! And the recognition system includes adaptive learning: it 
learns from samples of each new task. 

!! With all of this: we aim to drastically reduce the time 
devoted to text editing.   
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Adaptive learning recognition system 

!! We have designed a client/server architecture: what the 
system learns from a user, all users benefit inmediately. 

!! New glyphs, lexicon entries or LMs can be added during 
the transcripcion process to adapt baseline recognizers to a 

new task. 
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STATE:  An Assisted Text Transcription System  
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STATE:  An Assisted Text Transcription System  

!! A Transcription Assistant that helps to 

!! Clean images 

!! Find page layout   StateTA  

!! Correct the given transcription 

!! A text Recognition Engine 

!! For ancient printed documents StateRE_NN 

!! For handwritten documents StateRE_HMM/ANN 
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StateTA: State Transcription Assistant 

!! 4 components: 

!! Project manager 

!! Image conditioner  

!! Layout manager 

!! Line transcriber 
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StateRE_NN: State Recognition Engine  

!! It is a line-by-line OCR based on a 
Nearest Neighbors … 

!! …and an application manager to 

!! Enlarge the corpus to learn. 

!! Re-Train the recognition engines. 
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StateRE_HMM/ANN: State Recognition 
Engine  

!! It is a line-by-line 
Handwritten Text 

Recognizer. 

!! The recognition engine is  
based on HMM/ANN: 

 Hidden Markov Models 

hybridized with Artificial Neural 
Networks to estimate the 
emission probabilities. 
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But… Does STATE increase the productivity? 
System evaluation  
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!! Task: a Spanish book dated 
in 1569, printed in ancient 
font, with archaic lexicon 
and syntax, hundreds of 
abbreviations, and no 
consistent rule about word 
separation.  



System evaluation: Experiment  
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!! Time saving when using STATE with respect to using only 
a text editor. 

System Time for each page 

Editor only between 27 and 35 minutes 

STATE around 12 minutes 



System evaluation  
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!! Task: unrestricted handwritten task from the IAM 
database: collection of forms written by different people. 



System evaluation: Experiment  
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!! Time saving when using STATE with respect to using only 
a text editor. 

CER (Character 
Error Rate) 

Editor only STATE 

CER < 15 100 49 

15 ! CER < 30 100 69 

30 ! CER 100 95 



To summarize 

!! STATE is a practical solution to the assisted 
transcription problem for difficult ancient printed or 
handwritten documents. 

!! It offers a multimodal interface: mouse, keyboard and 
stylus. 

!! It can be connected to different recognition engines 
(at the moment one based on NN and other based on 
HMM/ANNs). 

!! It can be easily adapted to new documents: it learns 
from samples obtained from the documents to be 
transcribed. 
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STATE in use 
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STATE in use 
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STATE in use 
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Perspectives and future work 
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!! STATE: Sistema de Transcripción Asistida para Texto 
Escrito  

 (TIN2006-12767)  

 2006 – 2009 

!! HITITA: Herramienta Interactiva para la Transcripción de 
Imágenes de Textos Antiguos 

 (TIN2010-1958)  

 2011 – 2013 



Perspectives and future work 
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!! Inmediate plans:  

!! to include recognition confidence information for each 
character, so that the user can go quickly to places where 
corrections may be needed  

!! to improve the recognition engine for ancient printed/
handwritten text using language models and HMM-based 
decoders 

!! to enrich the obtained transcription with scholarly 
descriptions in XML format (TEI standard, for example)    



A live demo!!! 
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